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Nicole Gelinas is the Searle Freedom Trust Fellow at the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research, a contributing editor of City Journal, and a columnist at the New York Post. She writes on urban economics and finance and is the author of After the Fall: Saving Capitalism from Wall Street — and Washington. Gelinas has published analysis and opinion pieces in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, and other publications. Before arriving at City Journal, she was a business journalist for Thomson Financial, where she covered the international syndicated-loan and private-debt markets. Gelinas holds a BA in English literature from Tulane University and is a CFA charterholder.

This presentation will highlight the role of Uber in the context of transportation, politics, and economics in New York City.

November 9, 2015
5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.  |  BEC Rotunda

This event is open to the public. RSVP at business.lsu.edu/rsvp. Parking available in the LSU X109 lot directly across the street from the Business Education Complex.